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Abstract: The criteria for evaluating a crowdfunding project vary from person to person. Some investors 

are concerned with the entrepreneurs’ profiles, while others are more interested in the creativity behind the 

project or the idea. Most investors evaluate a project by referring to founder-generated content. 

Entrepreneurs then face the choice of emphasizing their own profiles or the project creativity within the 

limited narrative. Our study is thus motivated to examine how the emphasis of the text narratives affect the 

fundraising outcomes. We propose an improved deep learning model for text content emphasis (TCE) 

detection from various textual sources, including titles, blurbs, and detailed descriptions, and then estimate 

the impact of TCE on the success of fundraising campaigns. With data collected from public sources of 

Kickstarter platform, our empirical analyses demonstrate that TCE matters differently for various textual 

sources. It is more effective for the title and blurb to emphasize the entrepreneur profile, while the detailed 

description should highlight the idea creativity. Furthermore, for the detailed description, the entrepreneur 

profile has a more positive effect when it is placed at the beginning of the narrative. And the effects of 

entrepreneur-oriented narratives are more pronounced in these projects with more social connections. This 

study contributes to the understanding of TCE, entrepreneur profile disclosure, and social connection in 

economic exchanges in online crowdfunding. 

Keywords: crowdfunding; investment willingness; text content emphasis; text analytics: deep learning 
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1. Introduction 

Crowdfunding campaigns catch investors’ attention in one of two ways: (1) by advertising the 

creativity behind the project, or (2) by highlighting the fundraiser’s qualifications, such as education 

background, skills, awards, credit, reputation, and so on. In some situations, where the text length is limited 

(such as in project titles and blurbs), entrepreneurs cannot highlight one aspect without relinquishing the 

other. Therefore, entrepreneurs face a trade-off between two types of strategies for text content emphasis 

(TCE): highlighting either the entrepreneur profile or the idea creativity. Even in the detailed description 

where entrepreneurs have enough space to describe both aspects, they still need to weigh the priority of the 

two types of TCE.  

Creativity is one of the determinants in attracting investors to support startups [1]. Despite the lack of 

a universal definition of creativity, there is a consensus that a creative solution is characterized as being 

new and useful [2]. But there are far fewer discussions on the entrepreneur profile. In this paper, we study 

the impact of TCE, emphasizing either the entrepreneur profile or the idea creativity, on investment 

decisions in crowdfunding. Specifically, we propose the following two research questions as shown in 

Figure 1: (1) how TCE affects fundraising results when entrepreneurs highlight either the entrepreneur 

profile or the idea creativity, and (2) which aspect of TCE should be placed at the beginning of the narrative 

if entrepreneurs describe both aspects. Question 1 tries to estimate the influence of TCE when only one 

aspect is highlighted. While Question 2 attempts to explore how to choose a reasonable strategy when the 

entrepreneur intends to emphasize both aspects. 

TCE

Highlight one aspect 

of TCE

Prioritization of TCE

Question 1:

How does TCE affects fundraising 

results when entrepreneurs highlight 

either the entrepreneur profile or the 

idea creativity?

Question 2 : 

Which aspect of TCE should be 

placed at the beginning of the 

narrative if entrepreneurs describe 

both aspects?  

Figure 1. Research question definition 

To address the questions above, we define TCE as how much the text emphasizes one specific aspect 
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(either the entrepreneur profile or the idea creativity), while the other aspect is downplayed. TCE is not a 

binary classification. Instead, it is similar to a probability estimation, which estimates the degree of 

emphasis on one aspect or the other. One side is likely to be weakened if the emphasis is on the other side 

[3]. Consider the following examples from two real cases: 

(1) We are the iGem team! Last year, we successfully tested a plasmid that identifies fluoride 

bioswitches. We won an award at iGem, the largest synthetic biology competition. 

(2) This project proposes an experimental and multi-physics simulation of a novel Acoustic Emission 

(AE) technique for damage monitoring in these structures. While the conventional methods do a 

delayed monitoring and use many actuators, AE monitoring gives the real-time damage 

information without any actuator. 

The first narrative focuses on the promotion of the entrepreneur profile, while the second narrative 

concentrates on the idea creativity. If the TCE strategy is not appropriate in the project narrative, its 

attractiveness will decrease. Sometimes both the entrepreneur profile and the idea creativity can be 

introduced simultaneously. In such cases, however, the presentation order will matter to readers’ perception 

of the project, thus swaying their willingness of investment. Therefore, in addition to highlighting certain 

aspects, entrepreneurs need to determine the TCE prioritization. 

Using real data from Kickstarter campaigns, we aim to explore the impact of TCE on successful 

fundraising pitches to enrich our understanding of how narrative factors influence online financing. 

Practically, this study can improve our understanding of TCE's value and guide entrepreneurs to create 

more engaging crowdfunding narratives. 

2. Literature Review and Hypotheses Development 

2.1 Literature Review 

In the areas of titles or blurbs where the text is subject to length limits, entrepreneurs can hardly detail 

both aspects. However, strengthening one aspect will inevitably result in weakening the other [4]. Hence, 

entrepreneurs face challenges similar to those from more than 50 years ago: they must persuade readers to 
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take the expected actions [5]. Hovland’s persuasion model suggests that the content of a message is an 

antecedent of the audiences’ attitudes [6].  

On the one hand, crowdfunding allows a large group of people to pool their money to help fund an 

idea. In 2009, Kickstarter launched as an innovative way to support creativity and brought a new term 

“crowdfunding” to the forefront. A crowdfunding campaign introduces an idea to help creative minds get 

funded by their peers. Therefore, in the evaluation of a campaign, the idea creativity often plays a major 

role [7]. 

On the other hand, information from credible and reliable sources is much more persuasive [8]. This 

is why the public is more likely to trust an expert than an amateur [9]. Regarding startups, even if they have 

good ideas, business success is not yet assured without a strong team. From such a perspective, the 

entrepreneur profile is vital in investment decisions in crowdfunding [10].  

However, existing studies lack a careful investigation regarding the effects of highlighting the 

entrepreneur profile or the idea creativity. And the prioritization of TCE is rarely discussed. Besides, few 

studies have distinguished the impacts of TCE from different text areas. We conduct a careful literature 

review related to our study and report the progress of the literature in Table 1. 
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Table 1. Summary of the research related to our study 

1. Factors analysis related to entrepreneur aspect or idea aspect 

Title [citation] Merits Comments 
Entrepreneur 

aspect  

Idea 

aspect 

Text 

mining 

Online 

funding 

The Dynamics of Crowdfunding: An Exploratory Study 

[11] 

Successful campaigns are positively correlated with the 

number of followers. 

⚫ The importance of the entrepreneur aspect is shown but lack of 

comparison with the ideas. 
√   √ 

Assessing the Impact of Public Venture Capital 

Programmes in the United Kingdom: Do Regional 

Characteristics Matter? [1] 

The factor, regional characteristics, is the key to evaluate 

whether to invest in venture capital firms. 

⚫ Regional characteristics are related to creativity, but they are not the 

same.  

⚫ The characteristics of crowdfunding campaigns are not considered. 

 √  √ 

Small business online loan crowdfunding: who gets 

funded and what determines the rate of interest? [12] 

Crowdfunding projects are affected by social relationships 

and entrepreneurs' credit. 

⚫ Social relationships are different from the entrepreneur aspect. 

⚫ The entrepreneur aspect is not compared with the idea aspect. 
√   √ 

Funders' positive affective reactions to entrepreneurs' 

crowdfunding pitches: The influence of perceived 

product creativity and entrepreneurial passion[13] 

Product creativity perception shows a positive correlation 

with crowdfunding performance. 

⚫ The perceived entrepreneurial passion is attributed to the 

entrepreneur aspect.  

⚫ The entrepreneur aspect is not compared with the idea aspect. 

√   √ 

The role of entrepreneurial creativity in entrepreneurial 

processes, International Journal of Innovation[10] 

The entrepreneur aspect plays an important role in attracting 

investors. 

⚫ It demonstrates the value of the entrepreneur aspect. 

⚫ The entrepreneur aspect is not compared with the idea aspect. 
√   √ 

Start-up Absorptive Capacity: Does the Owner’s Human 

and Social Capital Matter? [14] 

The entrepreneur aspect is more important than the idea 

aspect. 

⚫ The crowdfunding context is not considered. √ √   

Gender and Venture Capital Decision-making: The 

Effects of Technical Background and Social Capital on 

Entrepreneurial Evaluations[15] 

The most significant influence on company valuation is the 

gender of the entrepreneur, followed by the type of 

business. 

⚫ The crowdfunding context is not considered. 

√ √  √ 

Why We Plan: The Impact of Nascent Entrepreneurs' 

Cognitive Characteristics and Human Capital on 

Business Planning[16] 

Highly educated entrepreneurs tend to have more pragmatic 

and formal business plans than less-educated counterparts. 

⚫ It highlights the importance of the entrepreneur aspect. 

⚫ The crowdfunding context is not considered. √   √ 

Success in the management of crowdfunding projects in 

the creative industries[17] 

Human resource is the key predictor of crowdfunding 

success. 

⚫ The authors imply the entrepreneur aspect is important. 

⚫ The entrepreneur aspect is not compared with the idea aspect. 
√   √ 

2. Research on the influencing factors of online investment intention 

A principal-agent perspective on consumer co-

production: Crowdfunding and the redefinition of 

consumer power [18] 

Projects that do not meet the pledge goals due to the 

market's disapproval of their potentials. 

⚫ It shows the value of a funding goal to a funding outcome. 

⚫ The entrepreneur aspect is not compared with the idea aspect. √   √ 

Having a creative day: Understanding entrepreneurs' 

daily idea generation through a recovery lens[19]  

Ideas are important for a successful business. ⚫ It emphasizes the importance of ideas, but the impact of ideas is not 

compared with that of entrepreneurs. 
 √  √ 

Crowdfunding revisited: a neo-institutional field-

perspective[20] 

Investment decisions are more influenced by a firm's value 

proposition than purely financial factors. 

⚫ It demonstrates the influence of the idea aspect. 

⚫ The idea aspect is not compared with the entrepreneur aspect. 
 √  √ 

Comparison of human versus technological support to 

reduce domestic electricity consumption in France [21] 

It shows the importance of the entrepreneur aspect in the 

reduction of power consumption. 

⚫ It compares the differences between the entrepreneur aspect and the 

idea aspect, but the research field is not in crowdfunding. 
√ √   

Detecting fraudulent behavior on crowdfunding 

platforms: The role of linguistic and content-based cues 

in static and dynamic contexts[22] 

Content-based clues in crowdfunding text descriptions are 

valuable for fraud detection. 

⚫ It demonstrates the importance of textual description for 

crowdfunding projects. 

⚫ The idea aspect is not compared with the entrepreneur aspect. 

  √ √ 

Strategic learning for digital market pioneering: 

Examining the transformation of Wishberry's 

crowdfunding model  [23] 

Business plans are critical to the success of crowdfunding 

projects. 

⚫ It emphasizes the idea aspect of the crowdfunding project. 

⚫ It does not address the role of the entrepreneur aspect.  √  √ 
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Why funders invest in crowdfunding projects: Role of 

trust from the dual-process perspective[24] 

Project types and funding levels moderate the relationships 

between key antecedents and investment decisions. 

⚫ It demonstrates the power of project attributes. 

⚫ The idea aspect is not compared with the entrepreneur aspect. 
   √ 

Examining how the personality, self-efficacy, and 

anticipatory cognitions of potential entrepreneurs shape 

their entrepreneurial intentions[25] 

Learning and creative forms of self-efficacy shape the 

entrepreneurial self-efficacy. 

⚫ The entrepreneur aspect is important. 

⚫ The entrepreneur aspect is not compared with the idea aspect. 

⚫ There is no discussion on crowdfunding. 

√    

3. Text emphasis extraction 

Leveraging deep learning with LDA-based text analytics 

to detect automobile insurance fraud [26] 

The text description has power in predicting project 

financing results. 

⚫ It does not compare the idea aspect with the entrepreneur aspect. 
  √ √ 

The determinants of crowdfunding success: A semantic 

text analytics approach [27] 

The topics extracted from the crowdfunding description 

will affect the fundraising results. 

⚫ LDA is an unsupervised algorithm, while the TCE analysis is a 

supervised algorithm. 
  √ √ 

Exploring the multi-sided nature of crowdfunding 

campaign success [28] 

Longer descriptions positively influence the achievement of 

campaign goals. 

⚫ It demonstrates the power of the text description. 

⚫ The entrepreneur aspect is not compared with the idea aspect. 
  √ √ 

Being seen to care: the relationship between self-

presentation and contributions to online pro-social 

crowdfunding campaigns [29] 

Self-presenting founders will increase levels of visible 

activity, but will not vary levels of non-visible activity. 

⚫ It shows the role of personal information presentation. 

⚫ It does not compare the idea aspect with the entrepreneur aspect. √ √ √ √ 

Understanding the crowdfunding phenomenon and its 

implications for sustainability [30] 

Both the entrepreneur aspect and the idea aspect are 
important. 

⚫ The idea aspect is not compared with the entrepreneur aspect. √ √  √ 

My words for your pizza: An analysis of persuasive 

narratives in online crowdfunding [31] 

Demonstrate the role of text description. ⚫ The entrepreneur aspect is not compared with the idea aspect. 
  √ √ 

Project description and crowdfunding success: an 

exploratory study[32] 

Three exemplary antecedents (length, readability, and tone) 

influence fundraising outcomes. 

⚫ It demonstrates the power of the text description. 

⚫ The idea aspect is not compared with the entrepreneur aspect. 
  √ √ 

The relationship between soft information in loan titles 

and online peer-to-peer lending: evidence from 

RenRenDai platform[33] 

A textual description with a clear purpose is conducive to 

improving the financing success ratio of P2P projects. 

⚫ The idea aspect is not compared with the entrepreneur aspect. 

  √ √ 

How entrepreneurs seduce business angels: An 

impression management approach[34] 

The investor's investment intention is influenced by the 

idea. 

⚫ The idea aspect is not compared with the entrepreneur aspect. 
  √ √ 

Determinants of success of restaurant crowdfunding[35] A comprehensive description of the idea will increase the 

probability of successful funding. 

⚫ It focusses on restaurant crowdfunding. 

⚫ The idea aspect is not compared with the entrepreneur aspect. 
  √ √ 

Are the life and death of an early‐stage venture indeed in 

the power of the tongue? Lessons from online 

crowdfunding pitches[36] 

Projects that frequently mentioned entrepreneurs’ names 

experienced higher rates of success. 

⚫ It demonstrates the value of the entrepreneur aspect. 

⚫ The idea aspect is not compared with the entrepreneur aspect. √  √ √ 

Start-up inertia versus flexibility: The role of founder 

identity in a nascent industry [37] 

The entrepreneur aspect is the most important factor, 

followed by the idea aspect. 

⚫ The research field is the nascent air taxi market, not online 

crowdfunding. 
√ √   
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Table 1 reveals the research gaps as follows: (1) Few studies are concerned about entrepreneur-

oriented and idea-oriented strategies, especially for crowdfunding pitches (e.g., [14, 15, 21, 37]). Related 

works of narrative styles only considered the impact of name frequency (e.g.,[36]), but did not distinguish 

TCE and the differences among text areas. Emerging deep learning provides a technical tool to analyze 

TCE in narratives (e.g., [26, 28, 31] ). (2) Regarding the context, crowdfunding has not been mentioned 

among the existing studies of the two aspects of startups (e.g., [14, 15, 19, 20]). That is, few efforts are 

devoted to examining the different effects of entrepreneur-oriented and idea-oriented strategies on investors’ 

willingness to fund an entrepreneurial project. (3) We do not yet understand how the prioritization of TCE 

affects fundraising success. In a long text, entrepreneurs still wonder how to introduce the idea creativity 

and their profiles in the right sequence. 

2.2 Hypotheses Development 

On crowdfunding platforms, textual information can appear in several types of separated sections (also 

known as text levels), such as the title, blurb, and detailed description. As different sections differ in their 

persuasion effects, entrepreneurs need to select the right sections to describe a campaign [38, 39]. In a 

situation where the text is subject to length limitation, entrepreneurs should balance TCE's focus. While in 

a situation without text length limitations, entrepreneurs need to consider TCE prioritization. 

In the first situation, such as in the title and blurb of crowdfunding projects, the text length is limited. 

The entrepreneur can only describe the most important aspect of the project. The venture capital literature 

has long shown that the team experience may serve as a signal of the unobserved quality of a venture, and 

may affect a startup’s ability to attract funding [40]. Therefore, emphasizing the entrepreneur profile in 

limited text spaces might help attract the attention of potential backers and increase the funding amount. 

Studies have also pointed out that the entrepreneurial market never lacks good ideas, but is short of capable 

entrepreneurs to turn good ideas into reality [41]. Thus, the team factor is often the main reason why some 

good ideas are poorly executed. From this perspective, the entrepreneur aspect is vital in crowdfunding 

pitches. Thus, some studies indicate that highlighting the entrepreneur aspect is more beneficial in short 

texts [14, 29].  
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The title and blurb of a crowdfunding project are crucial for investors to comprehend a project [33]. 

Their role is similar to the title and abstract of academic publications. In the literature, they are shown to 

be more important than other sections because they enable readers to ascertain the key research findings 

quickly [42]. In the crowdfunding context, blurbs are short promotional pieces that mimic the function of 

abstracts and aim to attract investors' attention quickly. Given the importance of titles and blurbs, 

entrepreneurs must highlight the most attractive aspect in such short texts. Because the entrepreneur aspect 

is the key factor determining whether the project idea can be effectively implemented [41], it needs to be 

highlighted in the title and blurb. Furthermore, the idea creativity, as a complex and abstract concept, is 

difficult to clearly describe in short texts. Therefore, the description of creativity is often expressed in the 

form of images, rather than in the form of short texts [43]. Compared to creativity, the entrepreneur aspect 

of the campaigns is more likely to be described in a short text, such as identity, education, awards, etc. 

Thus, we propose the following hypothesis to test the importance of different aspects of TCE in titles and 

blurbs: 

Hypothesis 1: Entrepreneur-oriented narratives are more attractive for investment than those 

that are idea-oriented in titles and blurbs. 

In the second situation (i.e., in a detailed description) where the text length is not limited, entrepreneurs 

could elaborate on multiple aspects. Creativity is regarded as the key to value propositions for venture 

projects, so a venture investment decision is made based more on the idea aspect [20]. A survey of 50 

venture companies finds that the core business of startups does not change over the long term [45]. Thus, 

the initial creativity is critical in the early stage of entrepreneurship. Backers have a variety of reasons to 

fund a campaign, among which, supporting an innovative idea is dominant [1]. 

Additionally, reward-based crowdfunding is regarded as a creativity support tool, so the focus should 

be idea-oriented rather than entrepreneur-oriented in the detailed description [44]. Furthermore, in the 

detailed description, since there is no limit to the length of the text, it is more likely to communicate the 

creativity of the project to investors, which is more effective than in short texts. Therefore, it is reasonable 

to believe that idea-oriented narratives are more attractive than entrepreneur-oriented narratives. Thus, we 
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speculate that crowdfunding campaigns that emphasize their idea creativity in the detailed description may 

attract more investment. This speculation leads to the following hypothesis: 

Hypothesis 2: Idea-oriented narratives are more attractive for investment than those that are 

entrepreneur-oriented in the detailed description. 

As the entrepreneur can incorporate both aspects in the detailed description, they need to determine 

the prioritization of TCE [49]. TCE prioritization determines the reading sequence and thus affects the 

reader’s cognitive process. A study of video presentation sequences shows that users will develop their 

judgment based on the video first presented, and such judgment is hardly changed by subsequent videos 

[50]. Therefore, merchants tend to present the most attractive features at the beginning during product 

displaying [51]. TCE prioritization may yield different fundraising outcomes. As an idea-oriented business 

model, entrepreneurial projects in crowdfunding aim to respond to market opportunities. Since 

crowdfunding projects attempt to turn a creative idea into a real product, investors may pay more attention 

to its idea creativity [1]. Thus, it seems reasonable to present the idea at the beginning of the detailed 

description. Therefore, we propose the following hypothesis: 

Hypothesis 3: In the detailed description, introducing the idea aspect at the beginning is more 

attractive for investment than presenting it at the end of narratives. 

We next examine the role of social connection and its moderating role in the impact of TCE on 

fundraising outcomes. The social network maintains, bonds, and bridges personal power through 

connections [53]. Studies have shown that social connections have a great positive effect on fundraising 

outcomes [54]. Social connections are the effective functioning of social groups through interpersonal 

relationships, a shared sense of identity, a shared understanding, shared norms, shared values, trust, 

cooperation, and reciprocity [55]. Social connections encourage users to provide monetary contributions 

to support the campaign, thus positively affecting users’ willingness to invest [56]. The bonds formed by 

the social connections expand the personal influence and highlight the project's attractiveness from the 

entrepreneur rather than the idea aspect. It suggests that social connections play an important role in 

enhancing the personal influence, which can be manifested through the entrepreneur aspect in the TCE. 
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Therefore, we propose the following hypothesis: 

Hypothesis 4: The positive effect of entrepreneur-oriented TCE on fundraising outcomes is more 

pronounced in projects with more social connections. 

In most cases, the funding goals moderate the influence of various factors on investment decisions. 

This is mainly because individuals adjust their behaviors, either consciously or subconsciously, by 

referencing intended goals in the decision process [59]. Goal setting is a challenge faced by each 

entrepreneur. Prior studies reveal the importance of considering how goal setting moderates the connection 

between management measures and enterprise performance [60, 61]. Because crowdfunding aims to meet 

the predetermined funding target, funding goals may play a moderating role in fundraising outcomes in 

crowdfunding. 

The pledged amount may reflect the quality of entrepreneurial projects. Namely, if the pledged amount 

reaches the funding goal, the entrepreneur receives a positive response to the commercial potential of their 

creative idea. In contrast, if a campaign fails to raise the fund, the entrepreneurs themselves will question 

the original idea, and even terminate the project [18]. When entrepreneurs set a higher funding goal, they 

will attempt to persuade investors to participate in their project through their profile rather than their idea 

[62], which may make entrepreneur-oriented TCE more effective in attracting investment. We, therefore, 

propose the following hypothesis: 

Hypothesis 5: The positive effect of entrepreneur-oriented TCE on fundraising outcomes is 

strengthened in campaigns with higher funding goals. 

Figure 2 depicts our research model. This study begins with the extraction of the TCE from different 

sections using an improved deep learning method. We then estimate the impact of the TCE in titles and 

blurbs (H1) and in detailed descriptions (H2) on the funding outcomes, measured by the success status, the 

pledged ratio, the number of backers, and the pledged amount of the crowdfunding campaign. Next, we 

formulate models to estimate the influence of TCE prioritization in the detailed description on the funding 

outcomes (H3). Finally, we examine the moderating effects of social connections and funding goals of the 

crowdfunding campaign on the impact of TCE (H4 and H5). 
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Entrepreneur vs. Idea

Prioritization of TCE 
Fundraising outcome

H1/H2/H3

Social connections

Funding goal

H4

H5

Project narratives

Title

Blurb

Detailed description

Short texts

 

Figure 2. Research model 

3. Data and Methods 

3.1 Research Data 

Figure 3 illustrates the research framework, which includes four major steps: (1) collect raw data, (2) 

preprocess the corpus, (3) build the TCE detection model, and (4) estimate the impact of the TCE on the 

funding outcomes. 

 

Figure 3. Processing flow on the data 

Kickstarter is one of the most famous reward-based crowdfunding platforms in the world. We collected 

the information of the crowdfunding campaigns during an observation period from April 21th, 2009, 

through March 8th, 2017. Our data consist of 126,593 entrepreneurial projects with an overall success rate 

of 52.18% (reaching their funding goals). We use this data set to facilitate our following analyses. 

3.2 Text Content Emphasis Detection 

①Crawler 

②Pre-process 

Corpus 

Text clean 

Remove stop word 

Text mining 

TCE model 

Idea aspect 

Bag of word 

Web 

④Impact estimation  

Stem word Control variables 

Funding goal 

Project category 

…… 

③TCE detection  Evaluation on the TCE 

Entrepreneur aspect 

TCE’s effect 
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TCE detection aims at exploring which aspect a narrative is intended to emphasize. It is a type of 

supervised algorithm that estimates the extent to which the text highlights the entrepreneur aspect or the 

idea aspect. Usually, entrepreneurs introduce both aspects simultaneously when describing a campaign. 

Therefore, TCE is more similar to a continuous variable between zero and one, measuring how much a text 

is highlighted toward the idea or the entrepreneur. We develop a deep learning method to detect the TCE 

for the crowdfunding texts.  

The machine learning model needs to be trained by well-labeled data. A total of 6347 sentences are 

labeled manually. We use a dummy variable to label the text, 0 for the idea aspect, and 1 for the 

entrepreneur aspect. Annotation results show that sentences with label “1” share several commonalities: (1) 

quoting personal, team, and company names, as well as other words, related to the entrepreneur aspect, and 

(2) using vocabulary with strong person-related content, such as education, reward, credit, skill, experience, 

qualification, role, and social network [67]. Terms that describe the idea aspect are often scattered. We find 

no unified vocabulary to identify the TCE on the idea aspect. Therefore, we detect the TCE of a text by 

estimating the extent to which the entrepreneur aspect is highlighted. The converse is the extent that the 

idea aspect is emphasized. For example, if a narrative emphasizes the entrepreneur aspect with a 90% 

probability, the probability of the emphasis on the idea aspect is 10%. 

In natural language processing, neural networks (NNs) usually use a softmax function for text 

classification and output the classification results. Our improved algorithm, instead of binary classification, 

estimates the probability that each text document belongs to a particular category. We utilize the long short-

term memory (LSTM) recurrent neural network for our deep learning method. LSTM makes structural 

improvements to the hidden layer of the recurrent neural network (RNN), where a forget gate is introduced 

to solve the long-term dependencies problem. Therefore, LSTM can retain the characteristics of the 

sequence selectively by retaining important information while forgetting unimportant information [64]. 

As one of the most popular penalty functions, the quadratic loss function applies to many cases. Many 

statistics are based on the quadratic loss function, including t-tests, regression models, and linear-quadratic 

optimal control problems [65]. Deep learning algorithms often use the quadratic loss function as a penalty 
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function in the learning process (see, e.g., [66]). We also employ a quadratic loss function to estimate the 

performance of the TCE detection models, as shown in Equation (1), where Y   is the real value and 

( )f X  is the predictive value. 

 ( )( ) ( )( )
2

,Loss L Y f X Y f X= = −                     (1) 

Cross-validation (CV) is commonly used in machine learning to compare models for a given predictive 

problem and select one because it outperforms other methods. Cross-validation aims to ensure that every 

example from the original dataset has the same chance of appearing in training or testing sets. Given a set 

of m examples, the widely used K-fold cross-validation partitions them equally into K sets. Each of the K-

1 sets is used for training the classifier, while the last one set is used for testing [68]. Most extant studies 

have employed 10-fold cross-validations [69]. We also employ 10-fold cross-validation to divide the data 

into ten sets randomly, to train the model on nine sets, and finally to test the model on the remaining set. 

The experiment is repeated ten times with different combinations. The average loss value for the ten 

experiments is adopted as the final result. We compare the results of several machine learning algorithms 

on TCE detection in Table 2, where TF is term frequency, IDF indicates inverse document frequency, and 

SVD is singular value decomposition [70]. From the comparison, LSTM achieves the best results. We then 

use the LSTM model to estimate the TCE of the titles, blurbs, and detailed descriptions of crowdfunding 

projects. 

Table 2. Comparison of loss values of machine learning algorithms 

Algorithm Text processing Loss value 

Logistic regression TF-IDF 0.258 

Logistic regression TF 0.276 

Naive Bayes TF-IDF  0.292 

Naive Bayes TF 0.648 

SVM  TF-IDF + SVD 0.314 

Xgboost TF-IDF 0.266 

Xgboost TF 0.264 

Xgboost TF-IDF + SVD 0.278 

Xgboost TF-IDF + Scaled SVD 0.282 

Grid Search Model TF-IDF 0.284 

Sequential Neural Net (3 layers) TF-IDF + SVD 0.3088 

LSTM (3 layers) Word2vec 0.2252 
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3.3 Empirical Models 

The purpose of crowdfunding narratives is to convince investors to provide funding to the project. 

After obtaining the TCE of the texts, we then estimate the effects of TCE from different sections on 

the funding outcomes. Based on Kickstarter’s characteristics, we formulate the following empirical 

model to evaluate the impacts of TCE comprehensively:  

𝑌𝑖 = 𝛼 + 𝑇𝐶𝐸𝑖
′
⋅ 𝛽 + 𝑍𝑖

′
⋅ 𝛾 + 휀𝑖, 

 

(2) 

where 𝑌𝑖 is the funding outcome variables. We use four variables to measure the funding outcomes: 

(1) the pledge status, which is a dummy variable that indicates whether the campaign is a success (with 

value 1) or failure (value 0); (2) the pledged ratio, which measures the ratio of the actually raised funds 

compared to the original funding goal; (3) the number of backers who contributed to the crowdfunding 

campaign; (4) the pledged amount. 𝑇𝐶𝐸𝑖 is a vector of the estimated TCE from different sections of 

project i, which is generated from our LSTM model. 𝑍𝑖
′ is the control variable vector, which includes 

the number of updates from the project, the number of comments on the project page, the funding goal, 

the duration of the campaign, the count of pledge levels, whether an introduction video is presented 

(1=true, 0=otherwise), and the lengths of the title, blurb, and detailed description [71].  

4. Results 

4.1 Summary Statistics 

Table 3 reports the descriptive statistics of the sample. In terms of funding outcomes, approximately 

52.2% of the projects are successfully funded. The average pledged ratio is 245.7%, which means that 

an average project would achieve more than two times its funding goal. The possible reason is that 

some projects have obtained capital far beyond the funding goals, thus resulting in a substantial 

standard deviation (161.618). Meanwhile, the median project achieves 100.1% of its funding goal, just 

past what was set at the beginning of the crowdfunding campaign. Note that because the number of 
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backers and the pledged amount are large numbers, we log-transform them in our regressions to avoid 

the bias brought by extreme values.  

The TCE-related variables reveal that the general focus of project descriptions falls more on the idea 

aspect than the entrepreneur aspect. As the mean value 0.179 of EntrepreneurInTitle shows, projects tend 

to emphasize the idea aspect much more in titles (82.1% vs. 17.9%), and the ratio gap widens in blurbs 

(89.2% vs. 10.8%) and detailed descriptions (91.6% vs. 8.4%).  

To estimate the impact of TCE prioritization on fundraising outcomes, we divide the detailed 

description into multiple sections according to the following two criteria: (1) extract the first 100 words 

and the following content, and (2) split the detailed description into three parts, namely, the first third, 

second third, and final third. The reason for such division is that entrepreneurs tend to describe both idea 

and entrepreneur aspects within the detailed description. Is it more attractive to describe the entrepreneur 

aspect first or to prioritize the idea? This issue can be examined by TCE prioritization. The descriptive 

statistics indicate that entrepreneurs more often introduce the entrepreneur aspect at the beginning of the 

description and focus on the idea aspect in the subsequent content, with mean values of 0.123, 0.090, and 

0.076 for EntrepreneurInFirstThirdDetail, EntrepreneurSecondThirdDetail, and 

EntrepreneurLastThirdDetail, respectively. Table 4 shows the correlation matrix. It reveals a low 

correlation among most of the independent variables. 
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Table 3. Descriptive statistics (N = 126,593) 

Category Variable Description AVG S.D. Median Min. Max. 

Pledge results-

related 

PledgeStatus (1=success) Pledge status .522 .500 1 0 1 

NumBackers Backers count 67.814 117.499 28 0 999 

PledgedRatio Pledged ratio 2.457 161.618 1.001 0 41535.01 

PledgedAmount Pledged amount in U.S. dollars 9343.27 76976.77 1786 0 1.03e+07 

Project-related 

NumUpdates Number of updates 5.880 9.397 3 0 301 

NumComments Number of comments 41.922 1319.638 1 0 313876 

NumGoal Funding goal ($) 18866.9 374394.9 5000 0.01 1.00e+08 

NumDays Pledge duration days 35.020 13.971 30 1 91 

NumPledgeLevels Number of pledge levels 9.004 5.527 8 0 227 

Video (1=true, 0=otherwise) Is an introduction video presented? .831 .374 1 0 1 

Social (1=true) Is a social network connected? .581 .493 1 0 1 

NumFollowers Number of followers 492.928 814.719 168 0 5981 

Description-

related 

LengthTitle Length of title 37.246 16.982 37 1 109 

LengthBlurb Length of blurb 117.248 25.643 126 1 196 

LengthDetail Length of detail description 5453.567 5982.085 3411 13 201535 

TCE-related 

EntrepreneurInTitle Entrepreneur aspect in the title .179 .617 0 0 1 

EntrepreneurInBlurb Entrepreneur aspect in the blurb .108 .343 0 0 1 

EntrepreneurInDetail Entrepreneur aspect in the detailed description .084 .635 0 0 1 

EntrepreneurIn100Words Entrepreneur aspect in the first 100 words of the detailed description  .161 .677 0 0 1 

EntrepreneurInFirstThirdDetail Entrepreneur aspect in the first third detailed description .123 .639 0 0 1 

EntrepreneurInSecondThirdDetail Entrepreneur aspect in the second third detailed description .090 .680 0 0 1 

EntrepreneurInLastThirdDetail Entrepreneur aspect in the last third detailed description .076 .583 0 0 1 
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Table 4. Correlation matrix (Pearson) 

 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 1'9 20 21 22 

1 PledgeStatus (1=success) 1                      

2 NumBackers 0.364* 1                     

3 PledgedRatio 0.014* 0.006 1                    

4 PledgedAmount 0.092* 0.093* 0.010* 1                   

5 NumUpdates 0.400* 0.434* 0.013* 0.232* 1                  

6 NumComments 0.028* 0.013* 0.003 0.455* 0.160* 1                 

7 NumGoal -0.029* 0.007 -0.001 0.038* 0.004 0.023* 1                

8 NumDays -0.129* -0.023* -0.004 0.002 0.014* -0.003 0.019* 1               

9 NumPledgeLevels 0.136* 0.302* 0.006 0.127* 0.328* 0.054* 0.014* 0.004 1              

10 Video (1=true) 0.115* 0.144* 0.002 0.041* 0.139* 0.011* 0.003 -0.030* 0.206* 1             

11 LengthTitle 0.035* 0.031* -0.003 0.006 0.035* -0.010* -0.002 0.038* 0.054* 0.016* 1            

12 LengthBlurb 0.016* 0.004 0 0.000 0.020* 0.003 -0.002 0.056* 0.029* 0.03* 0.185* 1           

13 LengthDetail 0.062* 0.326* 0.011* 0.189* 0.383* 0.11* 0.023* -0.041* 0.420* 0.161* 0.058* 0.027* 1          

14 EntrepreneurInTitle 0.135* 0.043* 0.001 0.010* -0.006 -0.002 -0.007 0.011* 0.084* 0.048* 0.134* -0.001 -0.077* 1         

15 EntrepreneurInBlurb 0.104* 0.031* 0.005 0.006 -0.001 0.002 -0.006 0.011* 0.052* 0.031* 0.05* 0.037* -0.057* 0.451* 1        

16 EntrepreneurIn100Words 0.061* 0.028* -0.001 0.019* -0.002 -0.001 -0.003 -0.003 0.045* 0.039* 0.026* 0.005 0.01* 0.348* 0.423* 1       

17 EntrepreneurInFirstThirdDetail 0.040* 0.076* 0.001 0.065* 0.061* 0.019* 0.003 -0.003 0.079* 0.039* 0.019* 0.002 0.157* 0.193* 0.255* 0.624* 1      

18 EntrepreneurInSecondThirdDetail 0.031* 0.071* 0 0.064* 0.060* 0.022* 0.004 -0.003 0.072* 0.033* 0.01* 0 0.154* 0.143* 0.215* 0.503* 0.923* 1     

19 EntrepreneurInLastThirdDetail 0.035* 0.078* 0 0.068* 0.068* 0.026* 0.004 0.001 0.078* 0.038* 0.016* 0.003 0.168* 0.155* 0.221* 0.490* 0.905* 0.914* 1    

20 EntrepreneurInDetail 0.037* 0.077* 0.001 0.068* 0.065* 0.023* 0.004 -0.002 0.078* 0.038* 0.016* 0.002 0.164* 0.169* 0.238* 0.556* 0.971* 0.973* 0.968* 1   

21 Social (1=true) 0.026* 0.032* 0.002 -0.013* 0.058* -0.013* -0.009 -0.091* 0.061* 0.052* -0.012* -0.005 0.058* -0.03* -0.026* -0.012* -0.006 -0.004 -0.007 -0.006 1  

22 NumFollowers 0.105* 0.094* 0.002 0.004 0.064* -0.009 -0.005 -0.028* 0.111* 0.056* 0.035* 0.026* 0 0.098* 0.069* 0.039* 0.015* 0.011* 0.010* 0.012* 0.514* 1 

* means significant at 0.001 
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4.2 Impact of TCE on investment decisions 

Table 5 presents our results regarding the impact of TCE on funding outcomes. Using the four 

measures of funding outcomes, we find consistent results across all four models. Specifically, the 

coefficients for EntrepreneurInTitle and EntrepreneurInBlurb are both positive and significant, which 

suggests that the more emphasis the title and blurb put on the entrepreneur aspect, the more likely that the 

project attracts more funding and backers. That is, the title and blurb should emphasize the entrepreneur’s 

identity, education, experience, credit, skill, role, qualification, and personal titles, which are conducive to 

attracting investment. Therefore, Hypothesis 1 is supported. 

Furthermore, we also notice that the magnitude for the coefficient of EntrepreneurInTitle is larger than 

that of the EntrepreneurInBlurb, which suggests that emphasizing the entrepreneur aspect in the title will 

have an even more substantial positive effect on funding success. In contrast, highlighting the project’s 

creativity in the title and blurb might not have such effects. In other words, our results suggest that in title 

and blurb, highlighting the entrepreneur aspect is better than highlighting the idea aspect. 

Regarding the detailed description, however, the coefficients of EntrepreneurInDetail are all negative 

and significant in the four models. Therefore, highlighting the entrepreneur aspect too much in the detailed 

description seems to demote successful fundraising. In other words, entrepreneurs should focus on 

describing the creative ideas. Thus, Hypothesis 2 is supported. 

We next examine the TCE prioritization in the detailed description. Generally, highlighting 

entrepreneur profiles still positively affect the funding outcomes if the entrepreneur aspect is placed at the 

front end of the detailed descriptions (see, e.g., the positive and statistically significant coefficients of 

EntrepreneurInFirst100Words and EntrepreneurInFirstThirdDetail). However, if the emphasis on 

entrepreneur profiles increase at the later part of the description, the effect will turn negative, and 

sometimes statistically significant. Thus, Hypothesis 3 is rejected. For TCE prioritization, the factors 

related to entrepreneurs should be described at the beginning of the narrative, if any, and the description of 

the idea aspect should follow the entrepreneur aspect. 
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Table 5. Impact of TCE on investment intention 

 (1) (2) (3) (4) 

D.V.  PledgeStatus PledgedRatio NumBackers (logged) PledgedAmount (logged) 

EntrepreneurInTitle .524*** 
(.0278) 

.52*** 
(.0274) 

.198*** 
(.0105) 

.206*** 
(.0104) 

.215*** 
(.0105) 

.0425*** 
(.003) 

.3*** 
(.0153) 

.311*** 
(.0151) 

EntrepreneurInBlurb .245*** 
(.0292) 

.253*** 
(.0285) 

.0952*** 
(.011) 

.107*** 
(.0106) 

.105*** 
(.0109) 

.0258*** 
(.0031) 

.141*** 
(.016) 

.159*** 
(.0155) 

EntrepreneurInDetail -.0033** 
(.0014) 

 -.003*** 
(4.3e-04) 

 -.0044*** 
(4.2e-04) 

 -.0016** 
(6.2e-04) 

 

EntrepreneurInFirst100Words .0473*** 
(.014) 

 
.0196*** 
(.0048) 

 
.0205*** 
(.0048) 

 
.0331*** 

(.007) 

 

EntrepreneurInFirstThirdDetail 
 

.0196** 
(.0082) 

 
-.0026 
(.0028) 

 
.0015* 

(8.3e-04) 

 
.0071* 
(.0041) 

EntrepreneurInSecondThirdDetail 
 

-.0131 
(.0089) 

 
-.0058* 
(.0031) 

 
-8.4e-04 
(9.0e-04) 

 
-.0026 
(.0045) 

EntrepreneurInLastThirdDetail 
 

-.0031 
(.0078) 

 
.0019 

(.0027) 

 
8.4e-05 

(7.8e-04) 

 
-.0047 
(.0039) 

NumUpdates 
1.52*** 
(.0116) 

1.53*** 
(.0115) 

.659*** 
(.0038) 

.659*** 
(.0038) 

.64*** 
(.0038) 

.147*** 
(.0011) 

.927*** 
(.0056) 

.927*** 
(.0056) 

NumComments 
.913*** 
(.0105) 

.927*** 
(.0105) 

.188*** 
(.0032) 

.188*** 
(.0032) 

.178*** 
(.0031) 

.161*** 
(9.3e-04) 

.475*** 
(.0047) 

.474*** 
(.0047) 

NumGoal 
-1.03*** 
(.0091) 

-1.01*** 
(.0091) 

.0368*** 
(.0026) 

.0368*** 
(.0026) 

.0195*** 
(.0026) 

-.153*** 
(7.6e-04) 

.208*** 
(.0038) 

.208*** 
(.0038) 

NumDays 
-.708*** 
(.0228) 

-.727*** 
(.0228) 

-.207*** 
(.0086) 

-.208*** 
(.0086) 

-.186*** 
(.0085) 

-.0694*** 
(.0025) 

-.307*** 
(.0125) 

-.307*** 
(.0125) 

NumPledgeLevels 
.263*** 
(.0218) 

.323*** 
(.0214) 

.385*** 
(.0077) 

.385*** 
(.0077) 

.297*** 
(.0079) 

.048*** 
(.0022) 

.583*** 
(.0112) 

.584*** 
(.0112) 

Video (1=true) 
.405*** 
(.0241) 

.41*** 
(.024) 

.34*** 
(.009) 

.341*** 
(.009) 

.32*** 
(.009) 

.039*** 
(.0026) 

.564*** 
(.0131) 

.565*** 
(.0131) 

LengthTitle -.131*** 
(.0166) 

-.0036*** 
(5.2e-04) 

-.0005*** 
(2.0e-04) 

-.0006*** 
(2.0e-04) 

-.0317*** 
(.0062) 

-.0003*** 
(5.7e-05) 

-.0007** 
(2.8e-04) 

-.0007** 
(2.8e-04) 

LengthBlurb .11*** 
(.0295) 

.0011*** 
(3.4e-04) 

.0003** 
(1.3e-04) 

.0003** 
(1.3e-04) 

.0254** 
(.0109) 

-4.3e-05 
(3.7e-05) 

.0013*** 
(1.8e-04) 

.0013*** 
(1.8e-04) 

LengthDetail .0094 
(.0118) 

-.0001*** 
(2.0e-06) 

-.0001*** 
(6.9e-07) 

-.0001*** 
(6.9e-07) 

.12*** 
(.0043) 

.0001*** 
(2.0e-07) 

.0001*** 
(1.0e-06) 

.0001*** 
(1.0e-06) 

Project type dummies Project type dummies: controlled 

Constant 9.04*** 
(.111) 

9.05*** 
(.111) 

1.42*** 
(.0535) 

1.42*** 
(.0535) 

.731*** 
(.0756) 

1.57*** 
(.0156) 

2.69*** 
(.078) 

2.69*** 
(.078) 

Adjusted R-squared 0.491 0.491 0.458 0.458 0.575 0.575 0.548 0.548 

* p<0.10, ** p<0.05, *** p<0.01, Standard errors in parentheses 
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The coefficients of the control variables also reveal some interesting insights. For example, the number 

of updates and comments are positively associated with the funding outcomes, which suggests the critical 

role of community engagement for a successful crowdfunding campaign. Also, while longer durations of 

the campaign might sink the project, the number of pledge levels and having an introduction video may 

boost the probability of funding success. Lastly, a title that is too long may hurt the project, whereas a 

longer blurb can help the backers grasp the essence of the project.  

Entrepreneurs' social connections promote the propagation of project information among potential 

investors. Figure 4 presents the statistical results of social connections and followers grouped by 

fundraising outcomes. Among the projects that are successfully funded (reaching their funding goals), 

53.27% are linked to their social media accounts, while the ratio falls to 50.67% for failed campaigns. It 

shows a significant difference in successful fundraising (p < 0.001). Therefore, the link established via 

social media may improve funding outcomes. Similarly, successful campaigns on average have 575 

followers, while those failed have only 403 followers. In other words, more followers may increase the 

probability of successful fundraising. 

 

Figure 4. Statistical results of social connections and followers 

To investigate the moderating role of social connections on TCE's impact, we formulate the models 

with interaction terms, as shown in Equations (3): 
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𝑌𝑖 = 𝛼 + 𝑇𝐶𝐸𝑖
′
⋅ 𝛽 + 𝑆𝑜𝑐𝑖𝑎𝑙𝑖 ⋅ 𝐸𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑢𝑟𝐼𝑛𝑇𝑖𝑡𝑙𝑒 ⋅ 𝛿 + 𝑍𝑖

′
⋅ 𝛾 + 휀𝑖, 

 

(3) 

where 𝑆𝑜𝑐𝑖𝑎𝑙𝑖 is a dummy variable indicating whether the i-th project has more social connections. We 

classify 𝑆𝑜𝑐𝑖𝑎𝑙𝑖 as one if the social connections (number of followers) of the project is larger than the 

average of the sample (493 followers). Note that we only examine the moderating effect of social 

connections on the impact of emphasizing the entrepreneur aspect in the title because it is the most effective 

place to highlight the entrepreneur profiles. 

As social connections would highlight the advantages of the entrepreneur aspect [12], we hypothesized 

that the impact of TCE might be stronger among projects with more social connections. Figure 5 illustrates 

the comparison between entrepreneurs with more or less social connections. The results show a significant 

difference in the impact of TCE on fundraising outcomes if social connections are considered. Specifically, 

an entrepreneur-oriented strategy is more effective for all entrepreneurs, as shown by the higher values of 

funding outcomes when EntrepreneurInTitle changes from low to high. Meanwhile, the entrepreneur-

oriented strategy is more effective for entrepreneurs with more social connections, as the slopes are steeper 

for entrepreneurs with more social connections. Thus, Hypothesis 4 is supported. 
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Figure 5. Moderating effect of social connections on fundraising outcomes 

We further examine the moderation effects of funding goals. The specification is as shown in Equations 

(4):  

𝑌𝑖 = 𝛼 + 𝑇𝐶𝐸𝑖
′
⋅ 𝛽 + 𝐻𝑖𝑔ℎ𝐺𝑜𝑎𝑙𝑖 ⋅ 𝐸𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑢𝑟𝐼𝑛𝑇𝑖𝑡𝑙𝑒 ⋅ 𝛿 + 𝑍𝑖

′
⋅ 𝛾 + 휀𝑖, 

 

(4) 

where 𝐻𝑖𝑔ℎ𝐺𝑜𝑎𝑙𝑖 is a dummy variable indicating whether the crowdfunding campaign has a high funding 

goal, which has the value of one if the project has a higher funding goal (NumGoal) than the sample mean 

($18,867). Figure 6 plots the moderating effects of funding goals. The moderating effect is not significant 

for pledge status, pledged ratio, and pledged amount, which is evident from the parallel slopes for both 

groups. However, the number of backers may respond differently to TCE on the entrepreneur aspect. While 

emphasizing the entrepreneur aspect increases the number of backers in the low funding goal group, it may 

decrease the number of backers in the high funding goal group. This may be because, for the projects with 
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smaller financing targets, the credentials of the entrepreneurs might be more important. In contrast, for 

projects that attempt to raise more money, emphasizing the entrepreneur profiles too much may backfire. 

Therefore, to attract more investors, entrepreneurial projects of higher pledge targets should highlight the 

idea creativity, while low-target projects need to emphasize the entrepreneur aspect. Entrepreneurs with 

higher financing goals are suggested to focus on the idea aspect rather than the entrepreneur aspect. Thus, 

Hypothesis 5 is not supported. 

 

Figure 6. Moderating effect of funding goals on fundraising outcomes 
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Table 6 summarizes the results of the hypotheses testing. 

Table 6. Results of the hypothesis tests 

Hypothesis Results 

H1: Entrepreneur-oriented narratives are more attractive for investment than those that are 

idea-oriented in titles and blurbs. 
Supported 

H2: Idea-oriented narratives are more attractive for investment than those that are 

Entrepreneur-oriented in the detailed description. 
Supported 

H3: In the detailed description, introducing the idea aspect at the beginning is more 

attractive for investment than presenting it at the end of narratives. 
Not Supported 

H4: The positive effect of entrepreneur-oriented TCE on fundraising outcomes is more 

pronounced in these projects with more social connections. 
Supported 

H5: The positive effect of entrepreneur-oriented TCE on fundraising outcomes is 

strengthened in these campaigns with higher funding goals. 
Not Supported 

 

5. Discussion and Conclusion 

5.1 Practical Implications for Entrepreneurs and Decision Support 

In this paper, we intend to answer two questions: (1) whether and how TCE affects fundraising 

outcomes when entrepreneurs highlight a particular TCE aspect, and (2) how and where the TCE aspect 

should be placed in the narrative if entrepreneurs describe both the entrepreneur and idea aspects. The 

empirical analysis of 126,593 crowdfunding campaigns indicates that the TCE strategy matters to 

investment decisions.  

We find that entrepreneur profiles should be highlighted in the title, blurb, and the beginning of the 

detailed description, while the idea aspect can be described in the detailed narratives. Furthermore, social 

connections amplify the entrepreneur aspect and thus should be fully used to promote the entrepreneur 

aspect and facilitate successful campaigns. The findings would contribute to the enhancement of 

managerial practices for crowdfunding stakeholders, including fundraisers and backers. 

In venture financing, a long-standing issue is whether investors fund the team or the idea itself. These 

two arguments have not been tested in the crowdfunding context. Thus, entrepreneurs are lost in whether 

or how to introduce themselves or their ideas in narratives. The TCE analysis in this paper addresses this 

issue. Descriptive statistics show that most entrepreneurs tend to present their ideas in detail for successful 
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fundraising. Our study empirically verifies the rationality of this TCE strategy. That is, in the detailed 

description, highlighting the idea aspect has a positive impact on fundraising outcomes. 

However, the distinction between different text levels (title, blurb, and detailed description) has been 

underexplored in existing research. Our study demonstrates that entrepreneurs should describe the 

entrepreneur aspect in the title and blurb while highlighting the idea aspect in the detailed description. That 

is, highlighting the entrepreneur aspect in the title and blurb could lead to an increase in project 

attractiveness. Meanwhile, idea-oriented detailed descriptions are more attractive. The results would help 

both fundraisers and backers better design the project pitch on their campaign pages. For creativity 

protection concerns, past studies suggest that entrepreneurs should not describe their ideas in detail but 

should disclose more person-related information [73]. Due to the legislation lag of intellectual property 

protection, reducing the risk of idea plagiarism has a positive effect on crowdfunding. However, from a 

fundraising perspective, our findings indicate that the narrative of project creativity still plays an important 

role, especially in the detailed descriptions. It seems that creativity should be detailed in the detailed 

description, despite the risk of leaking business ideas. 

Extant studies attribute the attractiveness of startups to a certain aspect, especially in the field of 

venture capital. However, there is a lack of discussion on the TCE prioritization in the scenario where the 

idea and the entrepreneur aspects are both introduced. We address how to determine the TCE prioritization 

when entrepreneurs describe the two aspects simultaneously. If the detailed description falls into several 

parts, entrepreneurs would wonder which part is most effective in introducing their creativity or personal 

profile. Exploring this issue will help entrepreneurs who consider both aspects to create attractive text 

descriptions. Because the TCE prioritization affects investors' perceptions of project quality, the 

presentation order of TCE will affect fundraising success. Our empirical results show that in the detailed 

description, the entrepreneur aspect should only be placed at the beginning of the narrative. 

Regarding the narrative generation strategy, introducing entrepreneur factors is recommended, but 

only applicable to the title, blurb, and the beginning of the detailed narrative. In the detailed description, 

however, it might backfire. The detailed narrative should focus on campaign creativity. Therefore, if the 
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fundraisers are famous figures, they should exert their advantage by presenting more personal information 

in the title, blurb, or beginning of the detailed narrative. However, this advantage does not apply to the 

latter part of the detailed description. 

This study can help crowdfunding platforms guide entrepreneurs to generate attractive text 

descriptions. The main guidelines are as follows. (1) An emphasis on entrepreneur profiles is recommended 

in the title, blurb, and the beginning of the detailed narrative. (2) In the detailed description, the entrepreneur 

should focus on the idea aspect of the campaign. (3) Social connections related to the entrepreneur aspect 

promotes successful campaigns, and entrepreneurs should make full use of social connections in 

fundraising. Crowdfunding platforms could provide suggestions necessary for modification if the text 

description deviates from the guidelines. 

5.2 Limitations and future directions 

Though the research provides useful insights about how the TCE affects the fundraising outcomes, we 

also acknowledge some limitations and provide potential directions for future research. First, Kickstarter 

adopts the All-or-Nothing funding model. However, there are several types of funding models widely used 

by other platforms. For instance, Rockethub adopts the All-and-More funding model, where the 

entrepreneur receives all the raised money regardless of whether the amount of funding exceeds the funding 

goal. In such a scenario, a dummy dependent variable is not applicable. Second, natural language 

processing is a rapidly evolving discipline, comprising a wide range of specialist areas. We adopt deep 

learning to identify the TCE without considering other potential approaches, such as keyword extraction, 

text format recognition, and depth grammar recognition. These approaches may enhance the performance 

of detecting the TCE in future studies [31]. Third, we reveal how TCE influences fundraising outcomes 

but the paper does not explain why it does so. Future studies could explore the mechanisms referring to 

psychology and marketing theories. Lastly, only two types of TEC strategies are defined. We first measure 

the entrepreneur aspect by placing the idea aspect on the opposing side since we believe either the 

entrepreneur aspect or the idea aspect is mentioned. However, in addition to the two aspects, there may be 
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other content mentioned, such as online communication. We hope the initial insights from our study could 

inspire more research in this emerging research area. 
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